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Introduction
Reading influences cognitive development; people who read more, know more; they test bet-
ter on cultural knowledge; and they can express themselves better.
Stephen D. Krashen (2004)
It is not unheard of for faculty not directly involved in English language studies to not
fully understand all the components of a progressive and coordinated foreign language pro-
gram. So when a major aspect of the curriculum is not understood, or perhaps supported,
it is time to provide a detailed explanation. Those who have created, developed, managed,
and who are responsible for such a program are most able to provide the information re-
quired to inform colleagues, as well as students, on the work being done, so that students
can receive the best education possible. The aim of this article is to provide an overview
with detailed explanations of how the three primary components of the Reading classes of
the English Language Studies Program at Chukyo University's Department of World
Englishes, 'Extensive Reading' (ER), 'Intensive Reading', and 'Vocabulary Development'
serve first and second-year students; with a sharper focus on the extensive reading aspect
through the use of graded readers.
Program Overview
There is a more coordinated and progressive curriculum in place for the first two years of
reading classes than what is in place for third-year reading classes in the Department of
World Englishes; the primary focus of this article is on the curriculum of the first two years
in those 'Reading' classes.
The system, whereby, first-year students are required and are held accountable to read
graded readers is a major part of our curriculum and is continued into their second year.
There is a vocabulary textbook (described later) used in the direct teaching of vocabulary
and is used in 'Reading' classes in students' first and second years. All first-year students use
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the same intensive reading textbook to learn reading strategies, and it is used only in their
first year; teachers have the freedom to choose the textbook to be used for intensive reading
in the second year.
First-year students receive, on their first day of 'Reading' class, which meets once a week
for 90 minutes, an orientation to 'Extensive Reading' (ER) and the 'Graded Readers' in our
library, which students have easy access to. They see and hear about the various graded
readers, from which they can choose books in order to accomplish their required extensive
reading. They are also provided an alternate explanation as to how reading in English at
university will be different from the traditional translation method that takes place in
Japanese high schools. In addition, students are surveyed as to their attitudes towards read-
ing. Students leave school after their first Tuesday class carrying one to three graded readers
and they are required to complete at least one before returning to class the next week. Later,
first-year students buy two textbooks, one for intensive reading (Reading Power) and the
other for vocabulary development (Learning English Vocabulary).
Even though a significant amount of time is given to extensive reading and direct vocabu-
lary teaching and learning, an expanded emphasis on vocabulary acquisition and the learn-
ing of reading strategies is provided in the third component of their Reading classes,
'Intensive Reading.' Together, these three components help students increase their vocabu-
lary knowledge and develop the multiple skills and strategies necessary for success in read-
ing in their target foreign language - English.
Extensive Reading
'Extensive Reading' is when students read as much as possible in their target language, usu-
ally a lot of books (graded readers) that are a little below their level. The students choose
their own level and books. Most all reading is done out-of-class and wherever they want.
Students' reading is checked through book reports, summaries, in-class discussions, oral
presentations, and keeping lists of books read. It is a different approach to reading then
what incoming Japanese university students are accustomed to. Reading English in Japanese
junior high schools and high schools is primarily focused on vocabulary learning and gram-
mar translation. So when students reach our Department of World Englishes, they are pro-
vided an alternate approach to reading English, one that brings enjoyment to their English
learning, 'extensive reading', even though it is required.
As a part of their first day orientation to ER, students are asked about their attitudes to-
wards reading. Every year, all first-year reading teachers ask their first-year students if they
like reading in English and the answers are always the same. In six classes, the vast majority
of students (1 or 2 out of two classes of 32) do not like reading books in English (and very
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few in Japanese). Some weeks later (after Golden Week) that attitude has changed; stu-
dents do come to like reading. However, it is necessary for teachers to continuously keep
students motivated as students' lives become busier; but on the whole, students do enjoy the
excellent books provided by publishers.
ER Program Options
There are different types of ER programs for classes using graded readers described by
Waring (2012). They are:
・ Purist ER program
Lots of self-selected reading at home with no / little assessment or follow-up. Often
is a stand-alone class.
・ Integrated ER Program
Lots of self-selected reading at home and in class. Follow up exercises / reports
which aim to build the four skills.
・ Class-reading study
Students read the same book and work through it slowly. There are lots of follow
up / comprehension work and exercises. Books are usually chosen by teacher, class
sets provided, and much class time is needed
・ ER as 'literature'
Students read the same book and discuss it as if it were a work of literature. Books
are usually chosen by teacher, class sets provided, and much class time is needed.
Background
In our department's third year reading classes, the Class Reading Study and ER as Literature
models are found. The Integrated ER Program model is in place for our first and second-
year 'Reading' classes and utilizes the methodology described in part by Krashen's 'compre-
hensible input' hypothesis (1982). Our student readers cover vast amounts of under-
standable material with graded readers, covering vast topics and subjects in numerous
genres. And because they can choose what books they read, their affective filter (Krashen,
1985) is kept low. Day and Bamford (1998) describe these books, these real books, as "lan-
guage learner literature" (p. 61). With hundreds of titles of books from Oxford University
Press, Cambridge University Press, and Penguin Books in our Center Building Library, stu-
dents can choose a level of book that is written especially for them. The books can commu-
nicate with the reader, as they are what Day and Bamford (1998) call "authentic and
appropriately simple."
There are traditional approaches still used in Japanese university English departments
when it comes to reading and literature. These approaches usually have teachers choosing
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the books. Teachers then focus on the content, concepts, and style of a piece or genre of lit-
erature and on the authors. This approach can provide opportunities for students to under-
stand the beliefs, perspectives, behaviors, and cultures of people from around the world, but
these books are mostly written and read by those whose first language is English. So English
language learners are severely challenged to understand the language being used.
'Graded Readers', on the other hand, are mostly stories written or adapted for English lan-
guage learners so they can read famous stories in English. The reasons for this approach are
largely different then having English learners read original texts. It's incredibly motivating
for a student to discover they can read stories by such authors as, Mark Twain, William
Shakespeare, Oscar Wilde, Robert Louis Stevens, and countless others in English, without
the use of a dictionary at a train stop, on a train, or anywhere they feel comfortable. As
Jennifer Basset, editor for the Oxford University Bookworm Series says, "A good story is
more than just a book. It is a window to worlds, real or imagined, beyond the classroom. It is
a chance to escape from task-oriented language into that uniquely personal interaction between
story-teller and reader－a chance for learners to make the language their own" (p. 10).
With the use of an ER integrated approach for first and second-year students, structure
is necessary and a part of that structure is orientation. A successful English language pro-
gram requires that students understand what they are doing and why. This of course holds
true for our integrated ER program. Students need to be taught the importance of reading
extensively, how to choose a book and what rules to follow (e.g. don't use a dictionary)
when reading. They need to be given achievable goals for the amount of reading they will
accomplish and they need to be held accountable.
Orientation
Orientation, which begins on the first day of classes, is an ongoing process done largely to
maintain the motivation of students because while students enjoy the books, when life pres-
sures hit, it is easy to stop reading. To motivate students it is important that students can be
taught the benefits of reading extensively, how to choose appropriate level books, how to
achieve progress, and how to set achievable goals. Teaching how reading extensively can
contribute to learning English helps provide motivation. The specific effects and benefits
can be taught, so that students know that through gradual movement through the various
levels of books, the linguistic benefits can be:
・ An increased familiarity with the English language structure or grammar
・ An increased curiosity about how grammar and words fit together
・ An increased sense of words in their various forms by the numerous meetings of
word families in an enjoyable context－ in other words, internationalization
Students can notice how authors and characters in books use language － the rules,
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morphology (the formation and composition of words) and syntax (the formation and
composition of phrases and sentences from these words).
Benefits also include:
・ An increased ability to connect words to their own experiences
・ Students can even better understand phonology (sound systems) through the read-
ing of graded readers－When Japanese students read simple texts aloud, they sel-
dom make pronunciation mistakes. In fact, English pronunciation of Japanese uni-
versity students is very good when they are reading aloud. However, a moment
later in conversations, Japanese learners will often make mistakes, largely due to
katakana interference. Students can do a simple, yet empowering exercise with
their 'graded readers' that enables them to notice their own pronunciation mis-
takes, which then allows for self-correction. If students practice reading aloud out-
side-of-class, they can hear their English spoken well. Then, when in conversation,
students are better able to notice the differences in their own speaking, self-correct,
and then improve.
Other benefits are:
・ An increase in reading speed with an accompanying sense of confidence
・ The feeling of accomplishment of finishing one book and then many more.
・ Having something to talk about with classmates, friends, teachers, and host fami-
lies
・ An increased interest in the world and its peoples
・ An increased ability to see how they fit into the world and to empathize
Reading books out-of-class and then talking about them, listening to them, and writing
about them can give students real pleasure and satisfaction while learning. An advantage of
extensive reading observed by Loucky (2004) is that students feel more natural pleasure in
free reading that is shared socially and discussed together in small groups than with formal
tests. Students get all the benefits that come from being a reader, a literate person, along
with an increase in motivation and purpose in learning a foreign language.
Choosing books
One important factor in Extensive Reading methodology is allowing and encouraging stu-
dents to choose their own books. Teachers sometimes have trouble with this concept; but
after students are taught how to choose appropriate levels of books, books that they can
mostly understand, the sky becomes the limit for the students if they choose books that are
not too difficult. Because books are graded on levels of complexity of sentence structure and
levels of vocabulary, students must be taught how to choose books for improving their
English. This is done by teaching that graded readers with more than two unknown words
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on a page may indicate that the book is too difficult. This rule needs explanation and then
continual reinforcement because there are times a student wants to be at a higher level or
thinks that more unknown words on a page increases learning. However, such an attitude
can quickly cause ER to become 'intensive reading', which then disallows the aims for read-
ing extensively.
Research has shown that students can easily get the general gist of things in a story even
when they skip one to two words on a page they may not know. Nation (2001) states that
we need about 98-99% coverage of the vocabulary of the other words in the text for learning
to move beyond minimal understanding of unknown words in that text. According to
Waring (2003 & 2012), there should be at minimum "1 new word in 40, or 1 in 50 for the
right condition for learning unknown language from context" (online). The recommended
standard rule for graded readers is no more than one or two unknown words per page.
When students can complete a book with ease it becomes enjoyable. It is a way for students
to improve their English as they learn about places and people around the world from sto-
ries that they choose. Such accomplishments boost confidence and the freedom to choose
their own books increases awareness for independent learning, which is a life-long advan-
tage.
Numbers of books
What is considered to be extensive and how can it help with English development? Basset
(2010) says reading 40-50 graded readers in a year "will improve reading fluency by increas-
ing automaticity in processing, and will also improve proficiency in writing, listening, and
speaking". Our program, here at Chukyo, requires only one book per week during the aca-
demic year and the amount varies during the school breaks for the first two years. Richard
Day has said three books a week are good. Creating game like competition between students
in the same class or between classes seems to add to the numbers of books read.
Accountability is required, so students need to keep track of books read. In addition,
teachers can hold students accountable by various methods such as:
・ Students keep a list of books read, with book level, dates, time read, etc.
・ Students write a brief report on books read. Brief is key, as writing takes time away
from reading.
・ Students bring books into class they have read.
・ Students discuss books in class groups.
・Students are randomly selected to give brief report to class.
The most popular graded readers selected by students are those from the Bookworms Series
published by OUP. Appendices 1-3 provide lists of resources provided by OUP for students
and teachers.
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Extensive reading in a second language allows learners to move beyond reading slowly
and away from being obsessed with knowing the precise meaning of every single word; a
process that leads learners to spend too much time looking up things in dictionaries, and re-
lying too much on their native language rather than their target language during their stud-
ies. Reading extensively can lead to automatic comprehension.
Future of ER
'Extensive Reading' is becoming a more and more popular tool for teachers in the field of
English language teaching and learning, especially in university English programs around
Japan. As the numbers of teachers and students involved in ER increases, there are new con-
cepts being offered, such as Bookworms World Stories by OUP (See Appendix 1); there are
now book recommendations of graded readers by teachers and students online; there are al-
ways new teaching ideas being shared; the number of eBook graded readers coming on line
is increasing and this makes audio-features more numerous and more easily accessible to
our evermore hi-tech savvy students; there are ER discussion lists on line along with graded
reader equivalency charts. (See appendices.)
Future articles could focus on a more analytical profile of our reading program that could
include a survey of our students' reading habits. Results could then be used to evaluate how
changes in reading text formats such as iPads, smart-phones, and other media could be im-
plemented, along with other improvements in our ER program. And, of course, any system-
atic studies on the effects and benefits of extensive reading for students studying English is
always welcome among proponents of 'Extensive Reading'.
Intensive Reading
After first-year students have immersed themselves into extensive reading they are re-
quired to buy two textbooks, one for intensive reading and the other for vocabulary devel-
opment. These two textbooks compliment each other because even though a significant
amount of time is given to direct vocabulary teaching and learning with Learning English
Vocabulary, an expanded emphasis on vocabulary acquisition and learning strategies is pro-
vided in their intensive reading text, Reading Power. This textbook places the words learned
from their vocabulary notebook in context. Equally important, it also helps students develop
the multiple skills and strategies necessary for success in reading beyond reading for pleas-
ure.
'Intensive Reading' in our reading classes for first and second-year reading class has the
goal of having students take on challenging material that has more vocabulary and / or
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grammar beyond students' reading ability. Short to medium length passages are read in de-
tail with the aim of focusing on specific task-based strategies with exercises such as recog-
nizing text organization, skimming, scanning, predicting, vocabulary, comprehension, etc.
Intensive reading is in-class guided reading, different from the out-of-class free reading.
While these strategies may not directly develop target language skills, they do help learners
increase and reinforce receptive skills and to use what language they already know.
The Intensive Reading Textbook
The Reading Power Series by Beatrice S. Mikulecky and Linda Jeffries is a not a thematic
or topic-based reading text; it is a skill-based text. The four sections of the textbook include
'Pleasure Reading', followed by 'Comprehension Skills', 'Vocabulary Building', and 'Think-
ing Skills'. Teachers in our program have used the Reading Power Series for years, minus a
year or two when other texts were experimented with. The Reading Power Series, which has
remained the most popular, is based on a cognitive skills approach. It is a student-centered
reading skills textbook that helps students go beyond rote learning to develop the solid read-
ing skills native readers take for granted. From the series, WEs teachers can choose the level
book they think will be best for their classes. Optional book levels fit well with our desire
to have a coordinated curriculum in our English Language Studies Program where students
are streamed into classes according to their English levels-of-ability.
Intensive reading helps contribute to a well-balanced approach in our reading program.
Our process, which is not unique, provides students not only with a chance to enjoy lots of
accessible literature (graded readers); but Reading Power teaches students how to view
other types of reading (intensive) as a process. The Reading Power Series encourages stu-
dents to develop a strategic approach to reading and to view reading in English as a prob-
lem-solving activity rather than a translation exercise, which is a common approach to
reading in Japanese junior and high schools. Reading Power, a student-centered text, delivers
an effective process approach with strategies and practice for strengthening comprehension
skills, building vocabulary, increasing reading speed, and preparing for testing.
Mikulecky and Jeffries describe the four skill areas students will focus on at each level of
Reading Power:
・ Extensive Reading (Reading for Pleasure) lets students select their own reading
materials to practice new strategies, build fluency, increase comprehension, and
broaden their vocabulary within the texts' framework. This section in the book,
while enhancing the value of extensive reading receives little attention in our pro-
gram due to time constraints and our already strong emphasis of ER.
・ Vocabulary Building trains students in a variety of strategies for learning new
words, from personalized vocabulary lists to noticing collocations in context. This
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section reinforces the vocabulary that our students study from the lists in their vo-
cabulary book each week (described in next section).
・ Reading Comprehension covers skimming, scanning, recognizing topics and main
ideas, understanding sentences, and making predictions. Critical thinking skills at
the upper levels involve targeted practice in inferential and analytical skills.
・ Reading Faster helps students develop speed and flexibility in reading with high-
interest, short fiction and non-fiction selections.
The book is best used by covering each skill area simultaneously, rather than proceeding in
a linear fashion through the book, front to back. The four skills covered in this textbook by
our teachers provide mostly for explicit instruction on reading strategies. Of course repeated
exposure to vocabulary in many contexts aids students to learn new words. This text gives
students the opportunity to meet new words often and in various contexts. While we do not
have complete coordination / symmetry between vocabulary being taught and learned in the
other classes of our English Language Studies Program (ELSP), the third component in our
Reading program does focus on vocabulary development.
Vocabulary Development
Vocabulary can be learned indirectly or directly. Indirect vocabulary learning refers to stu-
dents learning vocabulary that can be met and used through conversation, reading, writing,
and film, etc. Direct vocabulary learning refers to students learning vocabulary through ex-
plicit instruction in both individual words and word-learning strategies. Research shows
that while a great deal of vocabulary is learned indirectly, some vocabulary should be taught
directly. This notion, along with Nation's (2001) findings that says 2000 words make up the
bulk of texts (85-90%), has led to the use, for many years in our program, of the vocabulary
textbook Learning English Vocabulary, written by David Barker.
The Vocabulary Development Textbook
Learning English Vocabulary provides our students with the most frequent 2000 words in
the British National Corpus, along with what Waring (2012) calls their "inflections (e.g.
help, helping) and their common derivations (e.g. helpless, unhelpful)". Collocations and
colligations (semantic or grammatical relationships between words) are also provided.
Translations are given and guides to syllable stress for each headword are shown. There is
also an index that includes the next 1000 words as a resource for more advanced learners.
This book provides for a structured approach to the vocabulary element of our English lan-
guage courses. Students are responsible for 50 words a week. From those words, students
give due diligence to those words they do not know or are unsure of as they are tested on
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10 of the 50 each week. Teachers and first-year students cover the first 1000 words and the
book is used again during the second year, whereby, the second 1000 words are covered.
First-year students also cover 12 short reading texts (with exercises) found in the textbook
that explain vocabulary learning strategies. Use of one section of the book, 'My Vocabulary
Notebook', which is a place for learners to make their own personalized words lists, is not
encouraged by teachers because students should be meeting and learning new words every
day. Instead, we have students buy much smaller, easy to carry, word-list ring booklets so
they will be more likely to bring them to school each day. The more serious students pur-
chase notebooks that are a little larger so they can write more.
The publisher, Back to Basics, provides on line resources for teachers that include test an-
swer keys, a teacher's guide, practice tests, a test maker, and a vocabulary profiler, and audio
files. And for students, there are electronic practice files that students can access from their
mobile phones (See appendix 1).
While the Barker book provides a list of words students may find difficult, Reading Power
can assist towards a better understanding of the words themselves and lead, as well, to better
reading comprehension. These two texts do complement one another.
Third-year Reading Classes
As was mentioned earlier, third-year reading classes are less prescribed for teachers, allow-
ing teachers to teach what they believe is most important to their students. This is made pos-
sible because of the solid foundation provided to students in their first two years of reading
classes. And after two years of the same formula, change is welcome among students.
There are huge differences in what happens within the third-year 'Reading' classes.
Higher-level students focus more on newspapers and magazines. They work in reading cir-
cles while reading short novels written for native speakers. Then there are a few classes
where teachers select and concentrate on books (mostly novels written for those whose first
language is English) followed by a movie of the same title, along with TOEIC strategies.
Vocabulary and more extensive reading of graded readers is the focus for students who did
not really apply themselves in the first two years. (Vocabulary testing and the level of
graded readers that students initially bring into class is evidence that there are students who
did not apply themselves in the first two years.) TOEIC strategies are also taught.
An unintended, but added benefit of having a less-structured year of reading classes for
third-year students is that after the similarity of classes in students' first two years, students
are happy to be doing something new.
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Conclusion
Our second language reading program, with its three primary components of vocabulary de-
velopment, intensive classroom reading (with homework), and out-of-class extensive read-
ing, is well balanced because all three parts compliment one another. When students have
done intensive reading work and have a very precise meaning for certain words, but have
not made connections in their own vocabulary lexicon-web, extensive reading provides a
place for that 'intensive' word to live.
Students learn to read in their target second language by reading extensively and intensively,
while learning strategies for comprehending more difficult texts and developing their vo-
cabulary. Students are provided opportunities to become better readers, preparing them as
they enter either the business world or do more in the academic world. A deeper apprecia-
tion of reading in a second language can also expand appreciation of reading in a first lan-
guage. Readers begin to think and know more about the world we live; and are better able
to communicate.
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Appendix 1: Notes for Teacher Resource Sheet for ER & Vocabulary Development
Back to Basics Press: (Learning English Vocabulary)
Resources include Answer Keys, Teacher's Guide, Practice Tests, Test Maker, Vocabulary Profile,
Audio File. Retrieved on January 14, 2013 from
http://www.btbpress.com/book/learning-english-vocabulary/
Breaking News English: Short readings on Current Events covering vocabulary, collocations and other
expressions are provided for free in EFL/ESL Lesson Plans format. Retrieved on January 14, 2013
from
http://breakingnewsenglish.com
Charles Kelly and Larry Kelly (two longtime English teachers in Nagoya). They have a huge website,
'English Vocabulary Word Lists with Games, Puzzles, and Quizzes'. It has many words lists from
which to choose. Retrieved January 14, 2013 from
http://www.manythings.org/vocabulary/
ER Foundation: An online journal dedicated to 'Promoting Extensive Reading in English as a foreign
language'. It contains a scale for graded readers, and a list of favorite books through the 'Language
Learner Literature Awards.' There is news about ER, discussion groups, and there are also online jour-
nals focusing on the field of Extensive Reading. There is an 'Extensive Reading Graded Reader Level
Scale.' It is a large table that gives approximate levels for each graded reader series by most of the
major publishers with details on how the chart works. It is only for books written specifically for for-
eign or second language English learners. There is a comparison table showing how the scale compares
to other major EFL proficiency scales. Retrieved on December 18, 2012 from
http://erfoundation.org/wordpress/
Jennifer Bassett's 'Bookworms World Series', Oxford University Press
Jennifer Bassett says that English is being used around the world, in many varieties, for all kinds of
purposes. She says, "The aim of Bookworms World Series is to bring the best of the world's stories to
the English language learner, and to celebrate the use of English for storytelling all around the world".
Reading stories from all around the world can give students insights into other cultures and increase
their understanding of today's diverse and multi-cultural world. Books can be found at Oxford
University Press.
Oxford University Press (OUP) Free Graded Reader Resources for teachers and students that in-
clude. (See following appendices.) Retrieved January 14, 2013 from
http://oup-bookworms.com/bookworms-big-read.cfm
- Reading Diary－Electronic (online) diary that help students record their reading progress
- Achievement Certificates
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- Interactive online Level Tests for students to use
- Audio Hooks－audio extracts that end at an interesting point in the story so that students will
want to get the book
- For every Bookworm
・ Answers to activities in the books
・ Comprehension Tests
・ Multiple Choice Tests
・ Activity Worksheets including story summaries (Stages 1-4)
Oxford University Press (OUP) Graded Readers Apps
OUP launched 30 Oxford Bookworms Graded Readers Apps on May 23, 2012. OUP, the world's larg-
est academic publisher, became the first English Language Teaching publisher to offer Graded
Readers as apps for the iPhoneR/iPod touchR and the iPadR. The apps, including 3 classic Sherlock
Holmes tales, make 30 stories from the world famous Bookworms series available in a new format.
Retrieved January 14, 2013 from
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2012/5/prweb9532659.htm
Oxford University Press (OUP) 88 Graded Readers Audio Books (Free) Retrieved January 14, 2003
from
http://www.audible.co.uk/search?searchProvider=Oxford+University+Press
The JALT ER SIG: A website that exists to help promote Extensive Reading (ER) in Japan. Through
the website, newsletter, the ERJ Journal, and through presentations throughout Japan the group's aim
is to help teachers set up and make the most of their ER programs. Retrieved on January 14, 2013
from
http://www.ersig.org/drupal-ersig/
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Appendix 2: Managing Extensive Reading Program Sheet for Students
Bookworms Big Read
This is an online site for students, which allows them to find their reading level with interactive level
tests. Students are then shown how to set themselves a reading target of words read at a certain level
over a chosen period of time. A link is then provided to the Bookworms Big Read Wordcounter for stu-
dents to calculate the number of words they have read at a certain level. A link is then provided for
readers to record the books they have read in their own Big Read Diary. Students can also record the
amount of time they have read to see how their reading speed as improved. Retrieved on January 14,
2013 from
http://oup-bookworms.com/bookworms-big-read.cfm
Below is a close look at the content students will see. Other appendices (from steps 3 & 4 below) pro-
vide these resources in a separate format.
Interactive Form online for Students
The more you read, the better your English becomes. There are about 2.6 million words in the Oxford
Bookworms Library. How many can you read?
1 . Find your reading level. Use the Bookworms Find Your Level poster, or the interactive Oxford
Bookworms level tests.
2 . Set yourself a reading target. Use the Bookworms average word count totals to help you. For ex-
ample, if you think you can read 30 books in one year and you read at Bookworms Stage 3, your
target will be 300,000 words (30 x 10,000 words).
3 . Use the Bookworms Big Read Wordcounter to calculate the number of words you have read.
4 . Record your totals on the Bookworms Big Read Diary.
5 . You can also record the time you spend reading and see how your reading rate improves.
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Appendix 3: Reading Circles Sheet for Teachers
OUP Bookworms Club Reading Circles: online, interactive formula for in-class use Retrieved on
January 14, 2013 from
http://oup-bookworms.com/reading-circles.cfm
1 ) Reading Circles
Reading Circles are small groups of students who meet in the classroom to talk about stories.
Each student has a special role, and usually there are six roles in the Circle: Discussion Leader,
Culture Collector, Passage Person, Summarizer, Word Master, and Connector.
2 ) The Role Sheets
Each role has a role sheet, with notes and questions, which will help learners prepare for
Reading Circles discussions in the classroom.
3 ) The stories: Bookworms Club－Stories for Reading Circles
The stories in these five collections have been specially chosen from the Oxford Bookworms
Library for Reading Circles. They have many different themes, and students everywhere enjoy
reading them and talking about them in their Circle. The stories are available at five different
levels.
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